Chevy 350 mini starter

It was way back in when Charles Kettering developed the first electric self-starter. This
new-fangled engine starter made it easy for men and women alike to start their horseless
carriage, and would signal the end to hand cranking the engine to get your car running. Not
exactly. While most starters will look the same, there are slight differences that require noticing.
Unless you consider the early starters that used three bolts, and attached to the bell housing,
there were basically two nose cones that you need to know about. Most blocks come predrilled
for use with either starter, which can lead to confusion. These holes will be parallel to the
crankshaft. If your car uses a inch tooth flywheel, the attachment bolt holes will be offset
diagonal. This fitment is true for both manual and automatic equipped cars, but, most times a
manual transmission equipped car used a cast-iron nose from the factory. Like the OE starter
bolts, these starter bolts from ARP have a specific shank diameter and knurling to help position
the starter, and keep it from moving when torque is applied. Not only are there differences in the
nose cones, but all is not equal when looking at the starter itself. This image shows the case
difference between the standard torque starter left and the high torque starter right. The high
torque starter utilizes a different case. As it pertains to the connection of the solenoid to the
actual starter motor, although all solenoids are the same length, there was a copper spacer and
longer screw used to make the connection in high-torque units. This is because the high-torque
starter utilized a different case, field coils, and a completely different armature. This difference
is also noticeable in the case. A standard torque starter left has the solenoid screwed directly to
the metal strap that leads inside the starter. The high torque starter right has a spacer
connecting the solenoid to the metal strap going into the motor. When using a block-mounted
starter, it wise to use the special, knurled starter bolts to correctly position the starter. Using
incorrect starter bolts is a leading cause of noisy starters. Installation procedure of the bolts is
also important. Finally, go back and completely tighten the first bolt. A rule of thumb is that
there should be. In a pinch, a paper clip makes a great gauge for this adjustment. Simply slide
the paper clip between the two gears after you manual engage the starter gear. If your starter
makes noises when it is starting the engine, there are a few things that can be done to correct
the issue. Always use the factory brace to support the starter. Build your own custom
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Your starter has the thankless job of turning over your engine no matter the circumstances.
Whether it is hot or cold out, or your engine has lots of cubic inches or high compression, the
starter in your muscle car or street rod has the tough task of spinning over your engine fast
enough for the fuel and air mixture to be ignited by your ignition system. This takes roughly
rpms and if the starter cannot give you enough rpm you are not going anywhere. The mini
starter design uses the internal gear reduction to be able to provide higher rpm cranking no
matter the operational conditions. Now you can crank that high-compression small block or big
cube stroker big block without crossing your fingers when you twist your ignition key! The
benefits of utilizing a gear reduction starter are great. So much so that all the OE vehicle
manufacturers have upgraded to similar high-performance starters beginning in the late s.
Chances are your daily driver uses just such a unit. Right off you can feel the weight difference.
This Chevy high torque starter motor knocks nearly eight pounds off a large body stock-style
starter. Remember being under a car and the starter getting heavier and heavier as you tried to
hold it in place and start a mounting bolt? You will be thankful this gear reduction starter is
easier to hold on to and weighs less! Cranking output is an amazing 3. The efficient mini starter
motor combined with the gear reduction means your electrical system and battery does not
have to work as hard to turn over your engine. The cast aluminum housing is strong, yet smaller
and lighter than a traditional large body starter. This includes small block V-8 engines and
newer and Chevy big blocks from and up. It will work with staggered-mount blocks by simply
drilling and tapping the block casting hole that is already there to convert to a straight-mount
configuration. Installing our mini starter could not be easier. The starter is designed to not only
directly replace your original starter but includes new mounting bolts as well. The billet
mounting face is drilled to accept and tooth mounting spacing in the perpendicular straight
mounting location and can clock the mini starter body in one of three positions for clearance.
Due to the high torque starter small block Chevy mounting design, we include not only
mounting shims to allow ring gear to starter pinion drive gear backlash adjustments, but starter
nose housing shims to provide for the proper pinion gear to ring gear face clearance as well.
The included shims and fully illustrated instructions mean no matter your combination you can
shim our mini starter for a perfect, bind-free fit. Once you get our SBC high torque starter in
your hands you will wonder why you did not upgrade sooner! Products to Compare max of 3 X.
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Looking for an easy performance upgrade to your ignition system? MSD's line of Ignition
Control Boxes offer extreme improvements to drivability and high rpm applications. Here's a
look at the differences between the 6 series line-up. Selecting a Starter with Street Rod Life.
Industry friends Street Rod Life sat down and started talking starters. Check out the attached
article on what the discussion uncovered. Jeff demonstrates how to install the front runner
drive system by Vintage Air in his Chevelle project car all while maintaining a simple, factory
fresh look. Need a battery box housing unit? Follow this step by step guide on how to modify a
retro cooler to house a battery box. See how to secure the battery box to a car floor. Ensure you
are getting the best performance out of your ignition system. One Wire Alternator Conversion.
Check out our one wire alternator conversion guide. We cover GM 1 wire alternator wiring as
well as Ford and Chevy. Learn about pulley ratio and charging too! You May Also Like. For
some, a simple trip to the local parts store will do the trick. Most OEM starters may be suited to
handle the job when turning over just a mildly modified short-block. However high-compression
engines, those with tight clearances and racing engines need a more tailored approach than
factory offerings. MSD recently released the Dynaforce line of starters, with torque output to
start engines with over Many OE style starters boast a great deal of torque, but do so at very
low timing on fuel injected engines, so they are generally not stout enough to handle big-cube
motors without the possibility of kickback. Torque is the name of the game when it comes to
starting power. Just as it takes torque to spin the wheels and get a car down the track, it also
takes torque to crank over an engine. Every component inside the engine that generates friction
is working against the starter. Compression also makes it more difficult for the starter. Although
OEM starters may carry a high torque rating, the higher compression ratio of many racing and
high-performance engines can cause kickback and actually break a poorly made or OEM starter.
Proform builds high-torque starters for the aftermarket as well as GM and Cheverolet
Performance. This is why Powermaster, MSD, and Proform all offer starters with extremely high
torque ratings, ranging anywhere from ft-lbs for an engine with around compression ratio, and
up to ft-lbs for engines with over compression ratio. Upgrading to a low resistance, high output
battery is always a good idea. Also the starting switch should be able to handle any current or
voltage running through it. The same holds true for the battery cable and starter cable. All of
these components should be properly suited for the job. Think of gearing in a rear differential.
Gear reduction ratios are used to better match starter peak torque to starter peak electrical
output. Typical gear reduction ratios are 4. The numerically lower ratios will typically generate a
higher cranking rpm, while the higher numbers will generate more cranking torque. Gear
reduction is accomplished with a set of planetary gears inside the starter, much like in an
automatic transmission. The planetary gears rotate around a center sun gear and inside an
external ring gear. The gear reduction is the difference between the ring and sun gears. For
example, if the ring gear has 88 teeth and the sun gear has 20 teeth, the gear reduction is found
by dividing the ring by the sun gear. Doing the math in this example gives us an answer of 4.
This torque is then multiplied again by factor computed from the number of teeth on the
flywheel ring gear divided by the starter pinion gear. By doing this, heat is drastically reduced.
This heat build up is what eventually causes failures in many starters. Shown is a typical OEM
starter planetary setup utilizing plastic components. Quality aftermarket starters will upgrade to
metal gears to handle the load presented by high-compression engines. Modern gear-reduction
starters in most cases use fairly compact electric motors and gear-reduction systems. As a
result the starter bodies themselves are typically very small. They are also lightweight, with
many coming in between eight and eleven pounds. Using precision machined mounting blocks,
many starters can be rotated degrees around the mounting block. This allows for additional
clearance. Higher compression necessitates more foot pounds of cranking torque. This feature
can also allow the starter to be rotated away from high-heat sources in some cases, which can
help extend the life of the starter. Powermaster, MSD and Proform have starter offerings that
feature clockable billet mounting blocks. All three manufacturers that we discussed this topic
with offer starters with billet mounting blocks which allow them to be clocked for better fitment.
Powermaster, MSD, and Proform all build their starters with metal gears and high quality
bearings. The increased potential for kickback, coupled with the high stress of cranking a

high-compression engine, indicates that a stater must be made with high-quality components.
According to Basner and Pando, high-quality bearings and steel components should be used in
the manufacturing of a high-performance starter. Also, the mounting blocks require precise
machining, especially those that allow for clocking the starter. According to Basner, a ft-lb
starter will work as well on a street car with a near stock engine as it will on a compression race
engine. For budget considerations though, the one size fits all approach is not always the best
one to take. As compression ratio rises, the need for higher starting torque also increases.
Cubic inches affects starting in that the greater the rotating mass, the more torque it may take
to get it spinning, while compression increases resistance to the effort of the starter. Below are
the general recommendations made by Powermaster on the torque needed for various
compression ratio engines:. Packaging and weight are the next areas of concern. Many high
output and racing engines will utilize components that cause starter interference. The starter
must be compact enough to fit in these tight spaces while generating enough torque and speed
to start the engine. This is where clocking the starter comes into play. Everyone in racing is
concerned about weight, and as such manufacturers are constantly looking ways to make their
starters lighter while retaining strength. The use of lightweight materials such as billet
aluminum, and advancements in electric motor technology over the paste several years, has
helped to reduce the weight of some starters. By selecting a starter that match
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es the engine properly, engine builders, racers, and enthusiasts can ensure that their engine
starts reliably. Given proper care, and a solid electrical system a high torque starter may likely
outlast the life of an engine, depending on its intended usage as well. Build your own custom
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